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PHYSICS DAY AT BUSCH GARDENS 
DATA COLLECTION WORKSHEET 

General Guidelines: 

1. Data collection is a group effort among your lab team.  Completion of the lab is an individual effort.  I expect to see identical 
data between the members of each group.  I do not expect to see identical data on the reports of others outside your group 
and I do not expect to see identical or paraphrased answers on the final report. 

2. Your signature at the end of your report affirms that the work on your report is your own.  Any instances of cheating will be 
referred to the IB administrator for disciplinary action. 

3. You are expected to collect data for the three primary rides assigned to your group.  If one of the assigned rides is closed, you 
can substitute the 4th ride for the closed ride.  There is no excuse for completing the data collection on your assigned rides.  
Failure to collect the required data will result in a reduced grade on your final report.  Once you have completed the data 
collection for your assigned rides, you are free to do whatever you want to do until departure time. 

4. If you do not like to ride roller coasters, you may use the data collected from your teammates. 
5. Save this Data Collection Worksheet and attach it to the back of your final report. 

IB Physics 1 

# Team Name Team Members Primary Rides Backup Rides 

1.    

 Scorpion Kumba 

 Montu SheiKra 

 Log Flume Phoenix 

2.   

 Kumba Cheetah Hunt 

 SheiKra Scorpion 

 Phoenix Tidal Wave 

3.   

 Cheetah Hunt Montu 

 Scorpion Kumba 

 Tidal Wave Log Flume 

   

4.   

 Montu SheiKra 

 Kumba Cheetah Hunt 

 Log Flume Phoenix 

   

5.   

 SheiKra Scorpion 

 Cheetah Hunt Montu 

 Phoenix Log Flume 
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PARK INFORMATION 

Busch Gardens® Tampa will open one hour early on December 4, 2015 exclusively for Physics Day students. 
Physics students will get one hour of exclusive park ride time, interactive physics stations located around the 
park, plus a live physics interactive show. Accelerometers are even mounted on select rides for student use. 
Students will have the opportunity to experience world-class roller coasters and make some of their physics 
calculations without having to wait in line. 

Activity Stations: 

 Station 1: This Bites - Students will learn the physics behind the bite force of some of the world’s 
strongest carnivores. 

 Station 2: I Feel the Need for Speed - Students will learn how to clock an animal’s speed by measuring 
it‘s body and stride lengths. 

 Station 3: The Physics of Superman - Students will take a closer look at the biomechanics of animal 
movement and discover what it would take for humans to have the same physical abilities, particularly 
the ability of flight. 

Demonstration Stations: 

 Station 4: The Power of Oobleck - Students gain “hands-in” knowledge of this and other mysterious 
non-Newtonian fluids to learn about their unique properties that seem to defy Newton’s Laws. 

 Station 5: That's How We Roll - Explore conservation of energy and magnetic braking through hands-on 
challenges at this SheiKra® station. 

General Guidelines: 

 Students should work in groups. Each group should have a Vertical G Force Meter, a Horizontal G Force 
Meter, and a Stopwatch. These instruments cannot be taken on the Montu, Kumba, Phoenix, Gwazi, 
or SheiKra. 

 Except for the height measurement on the Scorpion, which requires a Horizontal Force Meter, the 
Advanced sections require only the use of a stopwatch.  

 On Physics Days there also will be G-Force Meters mounted on the Montu, Kumba, Phoenix, and 
Gwazi. 


